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Majumdar’s Paper Accepted into Teaching and Learning Conference

February 11, 2015

Graphic design professor Santanu Majumdar’s paper *Impact of Shaping the Future* was accepted into the upcoming USG Teaching and Learning Conference, *Best Practices for Promoting Engaged Student Learning*. The paper discusses how good mentoring can help a significant success of student learning outcome.
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BFSDoArt Alumni are Getting Hired – February 11, 2015

February 11, 2015

Congratulations to the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art Alumni who have accepted new jobs!

Hongteng Shen ('14), Graphic Design Alumni is now a Graphic Designer at Additional Technology Security.

Jean Gray Mohs ('08), is now at NC State as a Curriculum Module Developer. NC State is located in Raleigh, NC. Where she develops science and arts related curriculum for citizen science projects based out of ZooUniverse. Collaborating with organizations & universities near and far such as Cornell Ornithology Lab, North Carolina Museum of Art & many more.

GCM Alumni, Justin Alderman ('14), is the new Project Manager Associate at PSP in Atlanta, GA. At PSP, Justin coordinates and facilitates printing of products and customer projects. Assists in the sales process by providing a communication link between customer, sales personnel, and production plant.
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